
Meet Your

Sidekick’s Mission

Sidekick Therapy Partners is an energetic, growing 
company with 40 years of experience serving Tennessee. 

We give schools and patients access to the therapies and 
resources they need to improve their communication 
and overall quality of life.

Our team is made up of 150+ specialized therapists in 

Speech-Language Therapy, Occupational (OT/COTA), 
and Physical Therapy (PT/PTA). We provide high-quality 
care for patients in school systems, homes, daycares, and 
our outpatient offices—so they can become the hero of 
their own journeys.

Our mission is to employ 
teamwork and therapeutic 

excellence to empower our clients 
to live full and purposeful lives. 

Sidekick has its own team of software developers 

who created a teletherapy platform specifically 

with our therapists and clients in mind! We now 

are able to offer services using tablets, laptops, 

and any phone that has video capabilities.

Want to Learn More About 
Therapy with Sidekick?

(615) 795-0024

Knoxville • Johnson City • Nashville

mysidekicktherapy.com

Your Career
KICKSTART

We are now offering Teletherapy!



Become a

Contact us to apply today!

We are actively recruiting 
therapists in Middle 
Tennessee, Knoxville area, 
and Upper-East Tennessee.

Pamela J. MS CCC-SLP

Maria R. MS OTR/L

“During my CFY at Sidekick, I loved 
how my supervisor was easily 
accessible and always happy to help 
with any questions I had.”

“I love being a part of a company 
that supports and offers continued 
growth in leadership and clinical 
skills!.”

Whitney C., PT, DPT 

“Sidekick is more than a company, it's a 
team that sees values in all of its 
teammates. I love being a part of a team 
that supports professional groth.”

What Our Sidekicks Are Saying

Sidekick Specializations

Competitive salaries and sign-on bonus

Experienced therapists can work 
flexible school hours and be paid high 
per-session rates

Part-Time, Full-Time, and Flexible 
Schedules available

Employee Benefits 

Work a more fair, flexible schedule
and enjoy a work-life balance

Utilize the newest, best practices 
and advanced care technologies

Work in schools and provide more 1-on-1 
treatment to students

Caring Company Culture

150+ therapists work for our practice, 
allowing you to hone in on your 

preferred specialty and learn more 
about specific areas of expertise. 

Focus On Areas of Interest 

Company cars or mileage 
reimbursement for travel

All Therapists are W2 employees 

Benefits package: health insurance, 
dental, vision, retirement match

Additional Benefits

Enjoy a flexible schedule and work-life balance

Immerse yourself in a variety of populations to 
discover your passion

Spend time with your supervisor to gain experience 
and assist in your ransition from Clinical Fellow to 
ASHA Certified Clinician

Develop personal and professional connections with 
coworkers in a close-knit culture

Practice your profession in a dynamic, high-integrity, 
family-friendly environment

Sidekick speaks with applicants by phone and gives 
the option to visit the office in person 

We are among the largest primarily pediatric practices 
in Tennessee with 150+ SLPS, OT/COTAs, and PTA/PTAs

Every therapist is a W-2 employee, not an independent 
contractor

Tennessee has no state income tax, potentially 
saving you money

Factors to Consider
Our SLP Clinical Fellowship Program

• Speech-Language Pathology

• Occupational Therapy

• Physical Therapy

• Teletherapy

• Bilingual Services




